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Main objectives

The iodine work continues with studies to measure the rate of 
organic iodide formation from molecular iodine (as I2) adsorbed 
from the gas phase on dry painted surfaces and then irradiated in 
the water phase to measure organic iodide formation. 
Together with CHEMPC project the behavior of IOx particles 
compared to I2 in gas phase was studied. 
Comparison of experimental studies of organic iodide formation on 
painted surfaces from international programs (PHEBUS-FP, 
ISTP/EPICUR, OECD/BIP) was done. 
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Painted samples

Samples were painted by TEKNOS using concrete blocks manufactured 
by VTT. Painting was performed as in the real reactor building using four 
layers of paint:

TEKNOPOX FILL
TEKNOPOX AQUA V FILL A 
TEKNOPOX AQUA V TIX A
TEKNOPOX AQUA V A 

The size of the painted samples was 3 cm x 3 cm x 2 cm.
The formation of organic iodine on painted surface in water and in gas 
phase was studied with and without radiation. 
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Experimental setup

The water solution had the same chemical composition as the 
sump water in Loviisa reactor containing boric acid, sodium 
metaborate, NH3, KOH and HCl. 
The iodine (3.6 mg/kg-water) was added to the solution. 
A radioactive tracer 131I was used in each experiment. 
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Schematic diagram of the experimental set up. 1. Flow meter, 2. Reaction vessel, 3. Irradiation facility, 
4. NaOH-solution (2g/l), 5 and 6. Ethanol traps and 7. painted block.
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Release of Iodine from the painted surface into water 

The results of release of iodine into aqueous phase are presented together with the 
results from previous experiments performed in gas phase. 
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Pre-loading of IOx particles 
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IOx test results

These experiments were conducted as a scoping study and further experiments would be needed at higher 
temperature, high relative humidity and with different representative surfaces such as metals, paints and 
cable jacket material.
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All experiments and results
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Comparison of experimental studies of organic
iodide formation on painted surfaces

There is a large scatter in the results from all of the international 
programs (PHEBUS-FP, ISTP/EPICUR, OECD/BIP), so it is 
difficult to make comparisons between the different studies. 
The tests described in reports fall broadly into two types:
1. samples are exposed to iodine in a separate pre-loading 

stage in the absence of radiation, and
2. samples are exposed to iodide solution during irradiation so 

that deposition takes place simultaneously with organic 
iodide formation.

Three types of pre-loading regime have been used:
1. immersion in I2 solution,
2. immersion in I- solution, and
3. exposure to air above I2 solution.
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Phebus-FP
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ISTP/EPICUR
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OECD/BIP
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Schematic Diagram of Multiple Coupon Radioiodine Adsorption Apparatus
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Conclusions

A number of different parameters are being investigated: paint type, paint 
age, type of loading (gaseous or aqueous phase, pre-soaked or not, 
loading with iodides), effect of impurities. 
According to these experiments the formation of the organic iodide is very 
limited.  
The painted containment surfaces exposed to atmosphere can be 
effective traps for iodine in severe accident conditions. 
However, some migration of iodine on the surfaces may be possible by 
sequential revolatilization and re-trapping.
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VTT creates business from 
technology
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